Senate IT Committee
Meeting Minutes
December 03, 2015
Attendance
Thomas Wischgoll, Kevin Duffy, Noah Schroeder, Larry Fox, Craig Woolley, Dana Duren, Sherry Farra,
Sheila Shellaberger, David Baugam, Kenny Coon

I.

Login-times
Login times have improved and CaTS is testing it regularly to make sure any issues are detecting
quickly and resolved.

II.

Printing Service
There is no update from Xerox yet on Linux support for the printers. Complaints about the
current setup are that you cannot select the tray when using secure print, only when copying.
Print jobs can get lost when large print jobs are printing and one swipes the ID card during a
print break. CaTS will look into these issues. Scan/copy sessions can be interrupted by direct
print requests which seems prioritized the wrong way. Also, it would be nice to see the print
queue directly on the printer to judge how long the wait would be until other people’s jobs are
finished.

III.

Classroom needs for smaller classrooms
Glass white boards look nice but are very reflective making them very difficult to read.
Making captions more accessible/legible for students with disabilities to be in line with Wright
State’s reputation of supporting students with disabilities. Similarly, you cannot change font
sizes within pilot for tests other than enlarging the entire page. Student government also has
this issue of captioning for students with disabilities on their agenda.
Open questions are about power: Is it better in the table or use power poles? Would USB outlets
be helpful/possible?
During the discussion it was brought up that there seems to be confusion about responsibilities
for CTL, CaTS etc. among faculty. CaTS is trying to involve CTL on anything that maybe related to
classroom and teaching. But maybe we need to have a discussion to clarify or publicize the
different responsibilities more clearly.
CaTS proposed a way to provide a more flexible way of sending video signals to the projectors in
the Classroom Success Center via the network to allow separate feeds for every projector in the
scale-up rooms which could be a lower-cost, yet very flexible option for an upgrade.

IV.

Are there patient simulators available that are accessible to Wright State faculty? Dana Duren
from the School of Medicine will check at their end to find out if their school has any.

V.

Issues brought up by CatS
• CaTS will no longer be able to clean rolls for overhead projects. One idea is to buy new
rolls for Spring and then phase out the technology if possible.
• ITN for media management and classroom capture. CTL will solicit input via a survey
from faculty to see how happy faculty are with tegrity and what features faculty would
look for to provide video material directly within pilot as well as classroom capture.
• Phishing and hacking attempts increased significantly since the announcement about
the presidential debate. CaTS is considering software that picks up on phishing emails
and possibly remove/de-sanitize URLs that lead to compromising web sites.

VI.

Adjourn.

